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I propose a semantic account of Russian motion verbs which throws light on their exceptional 
behavior with respect to perfectivization. Verbs of motion are a group of paired verbs 
traditionally opposed to each other according to the directionality of the motion they encode: 
determinate verbs are one-direction motion verbs (like idti “walk”), and indeterminate verbs 
are not specified for the direction of their motion (like hodit’ “walk”) (Isačenko 1960). 
Determinate verbs perfectivize as expected when combined with a prefix (1a). Prefixed 
indeterminate verbs sometimes perfectivize and sometimes do not (1b-c). Previous accounts  
either do not discuss the perfectivization facts (Kagan 2007, Janda 2010) or do not connect 
them to the meaning of the indeterminate (Isačenko 1960). I argue that indeterminate verbs 
are pluractional predicates, in the sense of Lasersohn 1995, Tovena 2008, Součkova 2011, 
inherently denoting sets of pluralities of eventutalities. The pluractionality of indeterminate 
verbs explains their behavior with respect to perfectivization.  

A. Pluractionality. The pluractionality of indeterminate verbs is supported by two sets of 
facts: (i) their ability to combine with a degree modifier of cardinality mnogo “a lot”. 
Součkova 2011 shows that combining with degree modifiers is an indication of 
pluractionality. Determinate verbs do not combine with this expression (2);  

(ii) Patterns of combination with different PPs. Modifying determinate and indeterminate 
verbs with PPs expressing direction and location makes the plural aspect of the meaning of 
indeterminate verbs explicit.  The plural meaning of the indeterminate verbs can be expressed 
in different ways. Pluractionality can be expressed in bits of movement in different directions 
(3a). It can also be expressed in multiple repeated events. (3b,c) If (3b,c) have progressive 
interpretations, they must mean that the subject went past the zoo several times or rolled a log 
across the yard more than once. (4) proves that if the plurality of the indeterminate verb is not 
expressed in multiple directions or repetitions, it has to be expressed in another way. For , if 
the movement expressed by the verb is constrained to be in a straight line, then the plurality is 
expressed in multiple movements backward and forward along the line.  

B. Perfectivization. We assume that perfective verbs denote sets of singular maximal events 
(Filip & Rothstein 2005). I follow Kagan 2007 who argues that some superlexical prefixes are 
pluractional operators which apply to pluralities of events in the denotation of a predicate and 
turn it into a singular event-internally pluractional predicate. 

The claim is: 
some prefixes apply to pluralities of events to give a perfective predicate denoting a set of 
singular internally pluractional events (5a – many “breaking a cup” events become a singular 
pluractional event of “breaking all the cups one by one”); 
other prefixes apply to singularities and give sets of singular (perfective) events  (5b – a 
single completed event of breaking a cup). 

This predicts correctly: 
those prefixes that apply to pluralities do NOT apply to determinate verbs (which denote 
singularities) but DO apply to indeterminate verbs and give perfective predicates denoting 
singular (internally pluractional) predicates. In (6a) the prefix po- applied to a determinate 
verb can only mean “start moving”.  In (6b) – po- has a meaning “for a while”);  
prefixes that apply to singular events DO apply to determinates, the result predicate denotes a 
singular completed event (example 6c), but if they apply to indeterminates, they distribute 
over the atomic parts of the plural sums, and the result is a set of plural events and thus not 
perfective – V in (6d) denotes a plurality of approaching events and is imperfective.  



EXAMPLES: 
(1) a. pavel vbez᷃ it DET PERF (v komnatu) ,   zadyhajas 

pavel v-run-FUTURE(in room) out of breath              
Pavel will run into the room out of breath.  

b.ivan (vsegda) vbegayet INDET IMP     v     auditoriyu 
ivan (always) v-enter-PRESENT running classroom 
Ivan (always) runs into the classroom  

c. ivan pobegal INDET PERF     po parku 
ivan po-run PAST around park 
Ivan ran around the park 

(2) a. ivan mnogo hodil INDET 
ivan a lot walk PAST 
Ivan walked a lot 

b.*ivan mnogo šel DET  

ivan a lot walk PAST 
Ivan walked a lot 

(3) a. soldat taskal INDET IMP  meški pod oknom bolnicy  
soldier carry PAST bag under window hospital 
The soldier carried bags under the hospital window (in different directions) 

b.gid vozil IND IMP turistov mimo zooparka 
guide drive PAST past zoo 
The tour guide drove tourists past the zoo 

c.sosed katal INDET IMP brevna/brevno čerez dvor 
neighbor roll PAST log across yard 
The neighbor rolled the logs/a log across the yard  

(4) odnaždy  ivan gonjal INDET IMP motocykl po prjamoj 
once ivan rush PAST motorcycle straight 
Ivan has already driven the motorcycle back and forth in a straight line once. 

(5) a. miša perebil PERF  vse čaški 
misha pere-break-one-by-one PAST all cups 
Misha broke all the cups one by one. 

b. miša razbil PERF čašku 
misha raz-break PAST cup  
Misha broke the cup 

(6) a. ivan       pognal   DET PERF   motocykl        vdol berega 
ivan po-rush PAST motorcycle along bank 
Ivan rushed the motorcycle along the bank. 

b. ivan pogonjal INDET PERF motocykl vdol berega 
ivan po-rush PAST motorcycle along bank 
Ivan rushed the motorcycle along the bank for a while (back and forth) 

c. vojsko došlo DET PERF do reki 
army do- walk PAST up to river 
The army approached the river 

d. vojsko dohodilo INDET-IMP do reki, no pereplyt DET PERF ne polučalos 
army do-walk -PAST up to river but pere-swim PAST not succeed  
The army approached (multiple times) the river but did not succeed to cross it 
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